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From simple to advanced hands-on 

Analytical Research models development with SMART-PLS. 

Capacity building training-Kampala and Rwanda- Kigali 

(Structural Equation modeling, (partial least squares) 

This is to invite all , involved in research work, Marketing, Monitoring and Evaluations of projects , 

Human resource experts, policy analysts, Engineers, consultants, academicians, Project managers, 

financial experts and all those interested in acquiring advanced quantitative analytical skills.  

Program Rationale .  

Many talk of developing research models, but few can define a model. Those aware of research models, 

majority concentrate on linear, logistics ,  or probit regression models, few especially in African settings 

even at PhD level generate interactive models (through structural equation methods/models). This could 

be due to limited knowledge on how it works and how it can be performed.  

Why this approach. 

The structural equation medaling approach helps in consolidating various sectional variables into one. In 

most cases , different sections of investigations have multiple response variables, that require zipping up 

into one, which other software’s such as STATA, SPSS cannot do however much the analyst/research 

may wish to have it done. Hence leaving many with questions un answered. (how do you merge more 

than one dependent and independent variables into one.  Check Example below.  

Example1.  Testing business compliance to the government policies of holding business licenses and 

taxation .  

Here, we looked at the  

key attributes to 

compliance.  

 

 

 

 

 

Looking at that Figure. You will see, Profits made, initial capital, Registration status and Business owner 

characteristics, boost compliances to the government policies, while Business visibility discourages 

compliances. Implying businesses close to the taxation offices and those with websites are demotivated to 

comply with government policies as compared to those in far distances and without websites. Consider 
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the coefficients you see . Looking at the value in the box of compliance, it tells us, the variables 

considered in the analysis, they contribute 77.7% to business compliance on license and taxation policies.  

Note. Such Analysis , can be applied in marketing, assessing product performance, Organization 

performance based on departments and staff, Project performance, as well as ranking variable scores, in 

both academic, Action, Evaluations, Basic, or applied researches among others. It’s very simple and 

applicable every where, to guide decision making.  We can even extend the model- Very interesting. 

Program content . 

The training will introduce participants practically to  

 Data management principles, practices, methods and tools 

 Introduction to deferent forms of data and tools that can be used 

 Practical introduction to statistics (Descriptive and inferential statistics –Hypothesis testing, 

correlation, Factor analysis and reliability testing (  alpha values ) with PLS 

 Practical introduction to Analytical software SMART-PLS 

 Importing Data from other software’s to PLS 

 Practical Data analysis, with SMART –PLS 

 Developing models , (Simple,  moderated models and extended models drawings) 

 Detailed interpretation of models.  

Training target group. 

The training targets all interested persons, organization, companies or group of people, with basic 

computer skills  

Training Type . 

100% hands on, persons with personal laptops are highly encouraged to attend with them to ease software 

give out and installations, as well as take home exercises. 

Training time table and fees 

Dates Time country Lump sum fees (total) Venue 

Monday  –Friday 3
rd

-

7
th
/10/2016 

5pm-7:30pm Uganda-Kampala 250,000 UgX Kampala , Uganda –WSA 

Innovations offices , 

Mosque hill drive road 

Makerere University  

Monday -Friday 10
th
-

14
th
/2016 

2pm-6pm Rwanda Kigali 70,000 RWF Kacyiru, Volcano 

Restaurant-before king fizal 

hospital 

Note: We also offer these trainings at organizational, group and individual level, We also provide 

consultancy Statistical Data analysis services to organizations and individuals 

Mode of payment. 

All payments will be received at the venue in cash form; cheques will be accepted only from organization 

sending 3 staff or , but after prior communications with management. 

Note. 

Renewable SMART-PLS software’s will be given out 
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Certificates will be issued to all participants after  

How to register .  

To register, send your true names and telephone contact to wsainovation@gmail.com with a copy to 

williamsebunje@gmail.com   “ In the subject time, clearly indicate where you are to attend  from” i.e. To 

attend Statistical modeling training –Kampala or  Kigali. You can also register by phone. Call 

+256783723216/+256700191371/+250781486349 or whatsapp.+256700191371 
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